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Introduction
Amélie Brisson-Darveau and Christoph Brunner

How to make texture and processes of texturing a ground for collective
and collaborative research-creation practices—weaving territories, times,
bodies, and sensations? This book explores texture as a concept and practice from a variety of angles and fields concerned with the aesthetic, social,
political, and material dimensions of experience. Its point of departure is
the Texturing Space project, a research-creation seminar investigating
urban textures in Zurich and Hong Kong. An integral part of the project
was the conception and development of the Mobile Lab, a catalyst for engaging urban textures and socio-material processes of texturing. We then
expanded the scope of these experiences towards encounters between art/
design, philosophy, and politics, inviting a wide array of voices and materials into the texturing folds of this book.1 We propose texture as a mode
of thinking and feeling with the often unaccounted relational movements
that give experience a singular yet embedded tonality of belonging.2
Experience comes to itself as thing and thought through the texturing of existence. As singular (situated) and embedded (ecological), it
exceeds human perception, foregrounding the more-than-human that
co-composes the texture of experience. Texture weaves between singular
expressions and the multiplicity of potential immanent to modes of existence.3 If a turn towards texture allows for creative practices to engage
with the potentiality of the more-than-human, the question is then how
to take account of texture without undermining its exponential character.
Put differently: how to refrain from representing texture, and thus cutting it from its moving ground? Sensation is the ground we use to expand
the field of how the texturing of experience takes form beyond representational fixture.4
An aesthetic way of approaching texture might help to grasp its
potential for research-creation practices. In music, the term “texture”
expresses the overall interplay of different elements—like tempo, melodic, and harmonic materials—while also being ascribed with attributes
such as density, thickness, range, or width (at least in the vocabulary of
Western music). Textures are always assembled, layered, and frequently
1
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Fig.1:
Re/flexion Diagram,
Amélie BrissonDarveau and Christoph
Brunner, 2019.
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described through dimensionalizing qualities. It is in this sense that we
see texture in proximity to what we term an exponential cartography—a
multiplication of our own use of techniques of layered diagrams (Fig. 1).
While texture gives a feel for the complex mesh of relations that collectively shape experience, the taking account of its movement has to remain
open and inconclusive. Rather than perceiving such a circumstance as
lack, we conceive of texture as an entry point into practicing techniques
for activating new potentials for sensation. The potential for textural activation is a lure for practice. Such activation instigates a sense for texture
as a mode of becoming in belonging—a belonging without attachment.5
Processes of texturing carry the potential for an entangled account of
ways of sensing and making sense as the becoming of a practice belonging
to its own process.
The cartography we propose consists of three intersecting planes:
diagramming, relating, and belonging. These planes are concerned with
the assertion that texture exceeds form and foregrounds forces cutting
across domains of the im/material (diagramming). In the activity of nesting, co-inhabiting, composing, composting, co-creating, and becoming-
with, we find resonances with contemporary modes of thought that engage a textural approach.6 Through these processually oriented terms,
texture resists a conception of being simply given, and amplifies the
confluence of relations enjoying their mutual emergence (relating). To
insert and participate in the texturing processes of experience is an art of
shaping and entering an exponential cartography. Such a cartography is
a mapping and drawing of lines, a following of routes and relations that
unfold the forces of a territory. At the same time, the map never represents the territory. It is the territory that exceeds the map. The art of
cartography resides in tending towards the territory’s textures, enfolding
the map, and thus yielding new proximities and distances (belonging).
With Texturing Space, we not only designate an artistic and philosophical problem, but tie together very concrete lived experiences. The
book gathers voices and materials that have inspired our artistic and
theoretical practices respectively, but that are also part of an extend
ed ecology and its singular texture of experiments through research-
creation practices. Key to putting this book to use in a variety of fields
and their practices is accounting for its gesture of withness rather than
aboutness. Texture cannot be seized or grasped; only followed, inserted
into, and moved with. Problematizing texture through art, philosophy,
4
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and research-creation means minding each gesture of such undertakings
as itself adding to the textures one engages with—a challenge for which
the idea of method appears too disciplined to live up to. Engaging with
texture means relating to continuous processes of texturing, and thus entering and extending an exponential cartography.
The backbone of Texturing Space is the conceptualization and
shared experience of two seminars at the Zurich University of the Arts
(ZHdK), and an excursion with students to Hong Kong. Part of this explorative and collective adventure was the invention of a Mobile Lab—a
quasi-device designed to engage in research-creation encounters with urban textures. The encounters between materials, spaces, bodies, and concepts build relations and resonances that work less through the personal
than through the pragmatics of sharing problems. Taking the problematic as a texturing procedure and relay is paramount for the proposition
of an exponential cartography. The challenge of a problematic is to keep
its movement of problematization guarded from the fixture of origins. In
that sense, we understand the materials, groups and collectives, practices
and constellations which traverse and inform this project as a texturing
across time and space. Foregrounding the texturing qualities of these
practices rather than their “readability” as part of a discipline or identity
(the artist, the theorist) allows for a mobilizing of texture as a non-binary
process for instigating practices of experimentation.
Our exploration of texture derives from the material engagement
of Amélie’s research on texture. Her extensive forays into the (im)materiality of the shadow expose how a shadow’s texturing qualities weave
through textual, spatial, architectural, and socio-political dimensions
of experience. It is this fleeting potential of a shadow’s texturing quality which draws us towards practices of texturing space as a concern
for research-creation practices. Shared experiences and experiments
in research-creation contexts—such as the SenseLab (now 3E Project),
the Institute for Contemporary Art Research and the Master program in
Transdisciplinary Studies at ZHdK, or the ArchipelagoLab at Leuphana
University in Luneburg—have led to the deep understanding that the exploration of texture is a collaborative and collective affair. The lines of ever
exceeding references to art, philosophy, urbanism, and design extend the
map to a variety of geopolitical situations: Hélio Oiticia’s Parangoles as a
way of dressing the environment, Lygia Clark’s extension of the body (and
Suely Rolnik’s own extension of it), Erin Manning and Brian Massumi’s
5
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work on process and research-creation, Édouard Glissant’s writings on
opacity, the Situationist International’s invention of psychogeography,
Karen Barad’s notion of diffraction, Pia Ednie-Brown’s architectural take
on the texture of diagrams, William James’ concepts of relation and pure
experience, José Gil’s understanding of the paradoxical body, Elizabeth
Povinelli’s explorations of nonlife, Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities, Bruno
Latour and Emilie Hermant’s Paris ville invisible, Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari’s account of the intersections between percept, affect, and concept... However, this book is not a project report, or an alignment with a
body of theories and art references, but takes these material and conceptual conjunctions and inflects them into further explorations of texture
from different angles, such as urban and social design, sound and narrative, gaming/gambling and performance, the study of the undoing of
institutions, and research-creation pedagogies.
Making texture a matter of concern, allowing it to problematize
and explore the interlacing of the material, the social, and the political
in urban contexts, was the starting point for Texturing Space. Such texturing activity is not an abstract matter. It moves through the material
processes of embodiment, and operates by fabricating encounters. Most
crucially, the concept and material ground of texture hints at a “poetics of
relation” which binds and interlaces language (text), matter, and modes
of expression exceeding the human as the center of instigating action.7
Texturing Space explores the mutual enjoyment that occurs when we
tend towards texturing processes that undermine sensuous orders and
disciplined forms of knowledge. This enjoyment hints at the base layer
assumption that, in and through existence, there are likelihoods of correspondence and collaboration, but also distance and separation, which
shape modes of belonging. Resonant belonging operates through transversal (im)material contractions into forms and bodies, while taking
account of the movements that constitute them. Such an “archipelagic approach” understands texture both as the envelope and the folds of pleated
matter of islands and the water moving between them. Not one giving rise
to the other, but both belonging to their constant inter-relating.
The pragmatics of exploring textures takes on many forms, and
builds on an inconclusive set of techniques that shape our practices and
approaches. In the case of Texturing Space, part of the empirical ground
consisted in conceptualizing and conducting seminars, in building a Mobile Lab, in moving to urban spaces for explorative practice, in working
6
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in studios and art galleries, and in sharing stories over food and drinks.
The folding of collaborative practices that all of the book’s contributors
share is of crucial relevance to us. Texture and explorations of texturing
undermine the individual and require the ensemble to take center stage.
Such ensembles are not just human but more-than-human, not just pre
sent but transtemporal, not just in one place but always translocal. Some
of the ensembles that informed Texturing Space are artist studios, material constellations, reading groups, collaborative practice interventions
in artistic research conferences, weeklong experimentations in remote
locations, shared train rides, workshops, dinners, film nights. The transversal character of ensembles and their potentials for collective practice
renders texture into a field-operation, an intervention into the “chunked”
world of separative capture and analysis that often comes with the aim of
knowledge production.8
In the case of Texturing Space, the invention of the Mobile Lab
allowed us to explore the impersonal, anonymous, and relational tendencies of textural activity in urban spaces. The Mobile Lab was inspired by
the street carts used in Hong Kong and adapted through artistic modifications and extensions. Its materials were assembled from new and used
wood found in Zurich thrift shops. Its dimensions had to fit onto a bicycle
cart, for the sake of transportability. Its structure was modular, ready to
unfold into different constellations of inhabiting a space, but also capable of storing materials and making space. In order to engage with urban
textures, the Mobile Lab was conceptualized with four primary functions:
1) to be an attractor and point of activation, 2) to carry goods and materials that can be used to engage with a space, 3) to become a gathering and
working space for the creation of encounters, 4) to be a mobile archive
holding materials from past events and relaying them to another time and
space. Yet, over the course of its activations, the Lab became much more
than a device. It afforded care and attentiveness, lured us into detours,
and opened up textures that were inaccessible before its arrival. The Lab
was generative of a sense of belonging, where territories intersected with
histories and with stories of our embodied withness and the materials that
traversed the lab. These experiences, encounters, and processes shape
the exponential cartography to which this book belongs.
Looking back, the Lab became our very mobile archipelago, a
vessel to feel the archipelagic tone of textures texturing. The insistence
on process is paramount to the approach of how we (as editors), the
7
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contributors, and the materials of and in the book engage and relay in
space-making activities. To texture space is to engage with the assertion
that space is not a given, a container, or a receptacle to be filled, traversed
or occupied. Space as texturing and texturing as spacing requires a sense
of time and temporality. Time, as a shifting dilation and contraction, a
duration, is a non-homogenizing mode of texturing. The time of being
together in different spaces gives the texture of the project a feel for its
exponential character, shaping a cartography of relations beyond a fixture of one time and one space.
Our use of the notion of cartography derives from Félix Guattari’s work on Schizoanalytic Cartographies, where he deploys the
term to designate the autonomy and inter-relation of different planes of
existence. “Inter-relating” is the texturing process of a plane’s becoming-consistent. Guattari speaks of “cartographies of Existential Territories” and of “speculative cartographies.”9 Cartography is a practice that
enables a sense of belonging while ensuring that such belonging is not a
fixed point on a given map. “Existential Territory” is the term Guattari
uses for the mooring of a subject with its material and spatio-temporal environment. In that sense, Guattari, together with Gilles Deleuze,
refuses the concept of tracing, of fixed points of references, proposing
what we would term a textural approach and a practice of texturing.
This undoing of the linear structures of reference and of the successive
logic of time allows us to see the map, the territory, and the cartography,
speculating in resonance. “What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it is entirely oriented toward an experimentation in contact
with the real.”10 Texturing Space engages in research-creation practices
through the cartographic techniques of experimentation in contact with
the real. The “real” designates a world “alive” with texture, not structured orders—perfused with “texturing complexity.”11 How to make this
texturing quality an integral part of research-creation practices lies at
the heart of this project.
Bringing this project and book into dialogue with research-creation
comes with a sense of caution. Over the last fifteen years, both of us, and
most of the contributors in this book, have been deeply engaged with
the discourses, practices, conferences, and exhibitions shaping emergent fields of artistic research and research-creation. Much of our more
institutional work has thrived under these headings, and we developed
8
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strong relationships through them. At the same time, we share a certain discomfort around transdisciplinary frameworks and the question
of knowledge production with and through artistic or artistic research
practices. Institutional capture is strongly tied to a specific mode of value extraction that goes hand in hand with late liberal mobilizations of
creativity. Research-creation has consequently taken a toll from its entanglements with institutional and institutionalizing captures.12 At the
same time, this work could not have happened without the institutional
support we received. We believe that institutions bear the potential for
other textures to be weaved through them. This requires a continuous
process of creatively undoing the internalized habit of containing and
extracting surplus value symptomatic of late liberal art and academic
institutions.
Nonetheless, there is a strong tendency to render institutions
of study into self-affirming and redundant echo-chambers, infused by a
eurocentric complacency. The frictions and challenges become even more
apparent when undertaking a research-creation project that moves between continents, as well as geopolitical and cultural differences. What
we discuss, in the cracks of our working across territories throughout
the book, shows that there is no ideal through which the experience of
encounter becomes joyous. It is here that we feel the need to reclaim
research-creation: rather than being an institutional framework for best
practices, new funding streams, or academic titles, research-creation
ought to stand as a quasi-name for practices that do not fit the acade
my, the art institution, or the gallery space—practices that usually
lack access.
It is a challenge to account for these marginal and marginalized
practices, while at the same time avoiding their turn into the next valuable object to be captured. The question here pertains to an appropriative
mode native to structural whiteness, as opposed to blackness as “non
normative subjectivity.”13 Making texture a veritable mode of problema
tization—for inventing practices of co-inhabiting, nesting, composting,
and co-becoming—we also have to ask how to remain beside the de-finite
of whiteness’ power of representation and capture. We detour through
the more-than-human not as anti- or non-human, or even inhuman/
inhumane, but as an undercurrent material and sensuous texturing that
is in nonnormative resonance with what Fred Moten terms blackness.14
This blackness, while having a mooring in the struggle of the oppressed,
9
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is less tied to the visibility of black skin than to a socio-material current
that flows underneath the surface of representation.
The Lab has taught us, and is still teaching us, how to stay on
the ground, to sense the field of texturing activity without making it a
thing to be known by one kind of system of valorization. Traveling with
us across vast distances, it made its very own space, texturing the environment, and creating encounters in unexpected ways—like being at
the Western Wholesale Food Market in Hong Kong, and turning the Lab
into a gambling table leading to an extensive exchange on local games
and how to play them. We can see how the moving from Zurich to Hong
Kong, from an art school to the urban sphere, always carries a certain
sense coloniality and occupation. We do not deny the coloniality that is
immanent to late libaralism. In exploring the material and textural realms
of research-creation practice, we ask aobut the techniques and sensations
that enable us. The lab is neither a person nor an actor or agent, but a materialist and modular companion, offering entries into a play with texturing experience. In resonance with Erin Manning, the pragmatic question
would be: “Is it possible to actively, collectively, shift with the tendencies
of the event-spaces we co-create?”15 In the context of teaching and learning, we believe that an explorative and textural moving-with tendencies
affords an activation of “non-sovereign relationality.”16 We sense and
feel that some sparks of this non-sovereign relationality were explored
and experienced as the undercurrents of the different narratives, stories,
and embodied territories which conjoined in the encounters between the
students and us, the urban ecologies we traversed, and the different lives
that touched us.
The term Stefano Harney and Fred Moten use for such a practice
is study.17 It is a mode of practicing through the vernacular of storying
rather than chiming into the grand narratives of the academy. While there
is a shared struggle to make space for unaccounted practices and ways of
thinking, we need to acknowledge the vast differences that exist between
the whiteness present in this project and the blackness that emerges from
a different existential struggle. We are therefore reluctant to wave the
decolonial flag, since we agree that “decolonization is not a metaphor”
but a practice of struggle for stolen land and killed lives.18 While we see
the colonial undertones in the “factories of knowledge” 19 that many academic institutions represent, our hope is to instigate another problematizing gesture: how can texture and texturing become the launching pad
10
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for a differential decolonial approach, one that remains in the mesh of the
struggle’s texture instead of extracting concepts for the theory market of
the global North?20
Each of the book’s sections—diagramming, relating and belonging—
contains a rather comprehensive introduction. These introductions aim
to tie together the contributions, and explore them from the standpoint
of the guiding concept. The individual contributions function like islands
of an archipelago finding themselves in the vicinity of other archipelagos.
We do not prescribe any coherent order, but hope that the texture of this
book allows for many entry points. While the diagram points towards its
double-edged sense of making (designing), playful experimenting, and
visualizing as a pedagogical practice, the ensemble of contributions carries a concern for power relations that is immanent to the concept of the
diagram. In orienting this double-edged concept toward the question of
texturing space, we hope to clarify that the explorations of this book are
never neutral, but very much permeated by structures, institutions, privileges, economies, and subjectivations.
The section on relation takes on a pragmatic approach—asking,
“how might we account for texture’s activating of potentiality, and what
are the practices and terms which make this activation felt in writing?” It
also responds to the treatment of power in the prior section, and continues its undoing of the institutionalizing capture of texturing within disciplines and their enclosures. Rather than striking a merely performative
counter-stance to the institutional, many of the contributions start from
an institutional context while, at the same time, probing at the edges of
its enclosure. By drawing on relation’s capacity to flee structural capture,
the contributions in this section emphasize the collective and resistant
character that allows for different textures to take effect.
Through belonging, the third section engages most profoundly
with Texturing Space’s Hong Kong episode, and the many colonial under
tones which caught our attention looking back. The question of belonging beyond attachment cannot be thought, or felt, without the crucial
shifts that a diagrammatic and relational understanding of texture brings.
Belonging asks us to develop resonance through memories, stories, and
sensations that elude the descriptive qualities of theoretical language.
Following voices and listening to territories, treading on paths we thought
we knew but feel utterly different, repeating and re-modelling, termina11
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ting and rebeginning—these are texturing activities constitutive of belonging. Until this day, we ask ourselves, how such ways of belonging
occur through the texturing practice of study and how the sensuous materiality of balckness opens up an immanent critique of this translocal and
para-institutional project of Texturing Space.

1
“Research-creation” is a term that emerged around 2000 as part of funding programs of the
Fonds Quebécois de la Recherche sur la Société et la Culture (FQRSC) and by the Canadian Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) in 2003. Here the term designates an “approach to
research that combines creative and academic research practices, and supports the development of
knowledge and innovation through artistic expression, scholarly investigation, and experimentation.
The creation process is situated within the research activity and produces critically informed work in
a variety of media (art forms)” (http://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/programs-programmes/definitions-eng.aspx#a22). The term has been further deployed in design contexts (Findeli
and Coste 2007; Léchot Hirt 2010). In the field of art, research-creation has taken up the relation between art practice and theory through institutional and methodological discourse (Gosselin and Coguiec 2006; Chapman and Sawchuck 2012; Poissant 2014; Loveless 2019 and 2020). In the Canadian
context, an important hub is Montreal, with PhD programs at Concordia University and the Université
du Québec à Montréal, the inter-university Hexagram Centre for Research-Creation in Media Arts and
Technology, and public institution Société des Arts Technologiques. Another well-established center is
at the University of Alberta, with its Research-Creation and Social Justice CoLABoratory and SPAR2C Shifting Praxis in Artistic Research/Research-Creation, both directed by Natalie Loveless. In 2015, the
first internationally staged and cross-disciplinary exposure of research-creation was held at the Anniversary International Conference on the History of Media Art, Science, and Technology, accompanied
by a symposium entitled “2015, RE-CREATE: Theories, Methods, and Practices of Research-Creation
in the Histories of Media Art, Science, and Technology.”
2
On thinking-feeling, see: Brian Massumi, Semblance and Event: Activist Philosophy and the
Occurrent Arts (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011), 39-86.
3
On the constitutive role of potential for the making of the real (as opposed to the possible) see:
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 212.
4
Two crucial works on sensation for this project are: Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of
Sensation (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005); and: Brian Massumi, Parables for the
Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002).
5
Lauren Berlant calls such a belonging without attachment “proxemics.” See: Lauren Berlant,
“The Commons: Infrastructures for Troubling Times,” Environment and Planning D: Society and
Space 34, no. 3 ( June 2016): 394.
6
It is especially in Erin Manning’s exploration of Hélio Oiticica’s performative textile artworks that
we find the practice of nesting, while composting and becoming-with can be found in Donna Haraway’s
works. See: Erin Manning, For a Pragmatics of the Useless (Durham: Duke University Press, 2020);
and: Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2016).
For “poetics of relation,” see Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation (Ann Arbor: University of
7
Michigan Press, 1997).
Erin Manning borrows the term “chunking” from Anne Corwin to describe neurotypical modes of
8
perception. Compared to neurodiverse perception fregrounding texture, neurotypical perceotion tends
to separate and subtract in the process of differentiating forms. It becomes a political concern, however, when neurotypical habit becomes norm. See: Erin Manning, Always More than One: Individuation’s
Dance (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013), 219.
9
Félix Guattari, Schizoanalytic Cartographies (London/New York: Bloomsbury, 2013), 3, 5.
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
10
Press, 1987).
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11
Erin Manning and Brian Massumi, “Against Neuroreductionism: Coming Alive in a World of
Texture: For Neurodiversity,” in Dance, Politics [and] Co-Immunity, eds. Gerald Siegmund and Stefan
Hölscher (Zürich: Diaphanes, 2013), 74.
12
In respect to the institutional and research-creation, see Manning and Massumi 2014; and Loveless and Manning 2020.
13
On “nonnormative subjectivity” see: Fred Moten, In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003).
14
On a refined and texturing account of blackness, see Fred Moten, “Black Op,” PMLA 123, no.
5 (October 2008), 1743-1747. On the inhuman-inhumane problematization,, see: Kathryn Yusoff, A
Billion Black Anthropocenes or None (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2018).
15
Natalie Loveless, and Erin Manning, “Research-Creation as Interdisciplinary Practice,” in Knowings & Knots: Methodologies and Ecologies in Research-Creation, ed. Natalie Loveless (Edmonton, Alberta: University of Alberta Press, 2020), 218.
16
Berlant, “Commons,” 394.
17
Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study (Wivenhoe: Minor Compositions, 2013).
18
See: Eve Tuck and K Wayne Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society 1, no. 1 (2012): 1–40.
19
On factories of knowledge, see: Gerald Raunig, Factories of Knowledge, Industries of Creativity
(Cambridge, MA: Semiotext(e), 2013).
20
This work has been underway in the militant research of Indigenous and POC activists for
centuries of decolonial struggle. One of many examples communicating across the boundaries of the
institutional and the activist is Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui’s work, and her insistence on decolonization as
a practice. See: Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, Ch’ixinakax Utxiwa: On Practices and Discourses of Decolonisation (Cambridge, UK: Polity, 2020).
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The Diagrammatics of Material Thought
Introduction Section I

Amélie Brisson-Darveau and Christoph Brunner

How to weather a storm of urban textures? Or, how to invent modes of
engagement and encounter with urban textures? How to think of texture
as a process of doing and undoing, of weaving, cutting, assembling, and
relating? And, finally, how can we account for the forces and power rela
tions that are moving with and emerging through urban textures?
This array of questions provided crucial points of departure for the pro
ject Texturing Space and its development of what we want to call a dia
grammatics of material thought. We use the concept of the diagram as a
way of taking account of the relaying of forces and power relations that
are constitutive of the intricate layering of social, material, and political
dimensions in the making of urban textures. The impetus of our engage
ment with the concept of the diagram is far from exclusively theoretical.
While the mention and exploration of the concept emerges from our
engagement with the works of Michel Foucault (Discipline and Punish)
and Gilles Deleuze (Foucault), the key concern resides in the question of
‘how to take account of fields of forces, relations, and potentials’ in urban
environments. We assembled a small selection of texts for the project,
including Foucault, but also readings about Situationist psychogeogra
phy,1 Pia Ednie-Brown’s exploration of the texture of diagrams in painting
and architecture,2 and interactive media artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s
large-scale works of public engagement in urban spaces.3 These texts
accompanied both a seminar at Zurich’s Master’s program in Transdisci
plinary Studies as part of the project, and the actual making of the Mobile
Lab. In preparation for the collective exploration of urban textures and
 aterials
processes of texturing space, we had to assemble a diagram of m
and propositions ourselves—diagramming, in its visualizing as much
as relational characteristics, was part of the project from beginning to
end. As such, there is an intrinsic pedagogy of the diagram or a peda
gogical diagrammatics that comes along with the project. Integral to this
15
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pedagogy, processes of thinking move through material embodiments as
part of a continuous process of experimentation. The base-layer of exper
imentation extends to all dimensions of the project—from first ideas and
exchanges between us, to material probing and assembling of the Lab, to
the activity of collaborating with the participants of the seminar on how
to engage and work through urban textures using a Mobile Lab. Each step
of the project relied on the process and practice of material thinking or
material thought. Material thinking occurs through the haptic and sen
suous encounter with the different matters of research-creation practice
that animate a process of texturing moving from within such encounters.
The specific mode of encounter and thought at stake here do not merely
delegate agency to matter, in a simplifying posthuman sleight of hand.
Rather, they point to the intricate relational movement that comes to
the fore in experimenting with materials in their direct engagement with
thought, shaping a felt sense of a process of co-creation.
By choosing texts, materials, and later places to visit and experiment in
urban environments, the diagram as a field of forces, relations, and poten
tials is itself a tool—or rather, a technique—for engaging in collective
practice. In this research-creation process, there is no primacy of theory
over practice, or separation between individual and group. The collective
concerns the question of how to assemble a field of resonances that al
lows other fields to become attuned to the singular movement of an emer
gent fielding. Such a continuous process of fielding is open-ended while
expressing its specificity through its singular mode of engaging diverse
forces and relations. The Mobile Lab was, and still is, a catalyst for such
cross-fielding movements and attunements. In the process of its making,
it required material attention and experimentation—a careful tending to
what works and what does not, taking into consideration an entire array
of affordances and possibilities. As mentioned in the book’s introduction,
the Mobile Lab had to serve several functions at the same time: 1) The
Lab as attractor and point of activation; 2) the Lab as carrier of goods
and materials that can be used for engaging with a space; 3) the Lab as
a gathering and working space for the creation of encounters and their
capture; 4) the Lab as a mobile archive holding materials from past events
and relaying them to another time and space. How to fold these elements
into a concise physical entity, while protecting the device from becoming
overly rigid and definitive in its capacities for activation?
16
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Fig.1: Preliminary sketch of the Mobile Lab, Amélie Brisson-Darveau, 2020.

The design of the lab afforded a diagramming of forces, relations, and
potentialities in and of itself. Probing, testing, prototyping, and mod
elling gave a sense of these processes. The images in this section intro
duction give an account of the slow process of thinking and sensing with
and through the lab in its multiple capacities. Modulatory and mobile,
sheltering and sheltered. The iterative activity of the visual went along
with many hours spent in the wood workshop, research for parts in sev
eral of Zurich’s second-hand furniture stores, inspirations from other
artists—such as Lygia Clark and Hélio Oiticica—and conversations with
interaction designer and theorist Karmen Franinović, who participated
as a collaborator in the first iteration of the seminar. The concerns of
designing with and through textures also inspires Marius Förster’s con
tribution and discussion of Tim Ingold’s notion of the meshwork. Coming
from design, the focus on originality and end product often overshadow
the inconclusive process of relating through the material and conceptual
textures at the heart of design practices. What is crucial for Förster, as
much as for our own proposition of the Mobile Lab and its fabrication, is
the dislodging of the conceptual-material divide. The diagram appears to
us as a useful device for undermining such divisions, which Förster also
engages through the relation between the human and the environment. It
points at the instaurative quality of a “magic circle” that, as Jana Vanecek
17
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Fig.2: Wood printing from a preliminary sketch for the Mobile Lab (version from 2015),
Amélie Brisson-Darveau, 2019.

explores in her text, requires a re-making of the Lab through each sin
gular encounter between the conceptual, the bodily, and the material in
conjunction with time and space—both being of key relevance to Förster
and Vanecek. Here the Mobile Lab itself activates a diagram of potentials
through its material presence.
Instead of presuming the diagram as an already existing set of power rela
tions or forces, the explorations and experimentations with and through
the Mobile Lab allowed us to move towards diagramming or the diagram
matical as a trajectory and lure for play. At the same time, as Vanecek
underlines through the concept of play and the constitutive force of play
ing rules, the Lab as an “enabling constraint” allows for specific “ports
of entry,” as Sher Doruff calls them in her contribution. For the context
of urban textures, we perceive a shift from observation to engagement
and involvement, an insertion rather than an extraction. In its diagram
matic openness, the Lab allowed for an accounting of its space-and-timemaking presence as itself taking on a texturing quality—including all the
power relations attached to it. In this doubling of inserting into textures
and texturing, we attend to the initial adaptation of the diagram as a
way of becoming attentive to power as a socio-material and operational
18
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fielding that pertains to modes of conduct, governmentality and tech
niques of subjectivation. Accordingly—and this is crucial in resonance
with the transcultural aspect of the project—once moved from Zurich
to Hong Kong, the sometimes subtle and often quite prominent shifts of
colonial forces and relations, as a kind of self-alienation pointing to the
differential state of diagrammatic subjectivation, come to the fore. The
question of how instaurative practices activate new diagrams, such as an
emergent community of play across language boundaries, also allows us
to ask how the diagrammatic forces in place shape these practices.
The layered character of the diagrammatic might well be conceived
through the figure of co-inhabitation. Such dwellings of similar or differ
ent subject-object constellations are never purely concrete ,nor entirely
abstract. The Mobile Lab as a space within a space, as Vanecek writes,
opens up the possibility of co-inhabitation, similar to the co-inhabiting
that Doruff describes in the environment of her own diagramming in the
presence of Erin Manning’s making (or texturing) of “creatures” in the
same studio space. Spaces are not enclosures, but express the texturing of

Fig.3: Wood printing from a preliminary sketch for the Mobile Lab (version from 2015),
Amélie Brisson-Darveau, 2019.
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Fig.4:
Wood printing
from a sketch
for the current
version of the Mo
bile Lab, Amélie
Brisson-Darveau,
2019.
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Fig.5:
Notes on the
Mobile Lab,
Amélie BrissonDarveau, 2020.
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Fig.6: Digital drawing from the Mobile Lab protection, Amélie Brisson-Darveau, 2020.

matter in its traversing of dynamic embodiments. The diagram expresses
a sensitivity for the power relations at stake, shaping a texture’s tensed
state, a delicate weaving of forces that takes on certain manifestations
while not being exhaustive of the potential to adapt, shift, swerve, and
draw a line. As a pedagogical tool, the diagram or diagrammatic practice
engages a collective sensibility for thinking-feeling as the main method of
research-creation, as explored in Christoph Brunner’s piece. It is an in
tuition of sorts. Such intuition is not pre-given, as a common sense, but
needs to be made and remade in moving with the diagrammatic as a field
that in its very constitution only becomes felt when being engaged. The
models and demos, of which many were discarded in their form but not
their function as part of this section introduction, should be conceived
as diagrammatic lines in themselves. Their concreteness evolves through
their functional tendency to store, to move, to shelter and protect from
rain, to dis/assemble, to lure attention and enable encounters.
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Christoph Brunner is assistant professor in cultural theory at Leuphana Uni-
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Nicole De Brabandere is a Tiohtià:ke/Montréal-based artist and research-
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otherwise assumed to be given or benign are revealed as affective, dynamic and situated phenomena, making openings for experimentation
and new world-making possibilities. Recent work has focused on painting
as a means of articulating and making visible marginal forms within the
machine-generated portraits of ThisPersonDoesNotExist.com and performing emergent modes of human-non-human intimacy by conflating
infrastructures of milk-production and breastfeeding. De Brabandere is
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the editor of Media, Practice and Theory: Tracking Emergent Thresholds of Experience, a volume with contributions from media theorists and
practitioners spanning topics such as machine-learning, VR, film studies,
critical sensory experimentation, and performative archiving, forthcoming in summer 2022, Vernon Press.
Sher Doruff, PhD, works in the visual, digital, and performance arts in a

variety of capacities. For the past twenty years her work has been situated in the expanded field of artistic research practice as an artist, writer,
tutor, mentor, and supervisor. Her research practice explores fabulation
and fictive approaches to writing in and through artistic research. She
mentors the THIRD program at the DAS Graduate School, Amsterdam
University of the Arts, collaborating with 3rd cycle/PhD artist researchers. Her novella Last Year at Betty and Bob’s: An Actual Occasion completes the Betty and Bob trilogy, published by 3Ecologies/punctum books.
She has published numerous texts in academic and artistic contexts.
Rosamund Ender is a cellist living in Switzerland. An active chamber and

orchestral musician, she is equally at home in classical music, jazz, theatre, and film music. Born in South Africa, Rosamund completed her
studies in music, English literature, and Latin literature at the University
of Stellenbosch. In Zürich at the Hochschule der Künste, she completed
her masters in Transdisciplinary Studies in 2017, as well as her masters
in music pedagogy in the class of Prof. Roel Dieltiens in 2020. She lives in
St Gallen, and is active both there and in Zürich as musician and teacher.
Writing is an old companion.
Marius Förster works at the intersection of design, research, and art. In

his work, he examines possible roles and limits of design in socio-ecological transformation processes. He is part of RIBL (Research Institute of
Botanical Linguistics) and co-initiated the speculative and participative
project 3000 Peaks, a critical mediation that addresses consequences and
effects of the global climate catastrophe for Switzerland. He is co-editor
of the publication Un/Certain Futures (transcript, 2018) and co-founder
of the design studio operative.space.
Karmen Franinović is moved by the desire to explore transformative, dy-

namic and ephemeral processes, be it a responsive soundscape, an act of
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creation, a learning process or an unstable material. She creates interactive material systems which investigate and enable embodied social and
spatial experiences. Projects include public architectures, responsive urban installations, shape-changing sculptures, haptic floors, tongue interfaces and movement rehabilitation wearables. Franinović is Professor of
Interaction Design at Zurich University of the Arts and the head of Enactive Environments Lab. She holds graduate degrees in architecture (MA
Venice University), interaction design (MA Interaction Design Institute
Ivrea) and arts and media (PhD Plymouth University).
Diego Gil works as an independent choreographer, performer, and dramaturge. Heavily influenced by process philosophy, he aims to register
somatic experiences through a modal logic of the event. He searches for
techniques to grasp bodily activities relationally, beyond a perspective
based on the substantialization of matter and body.
Roman Kirschner is an artist, designer, researcher, writer, teacher and

sometimes curator working across disciplines. After studies in philosophy, art history, and audiovisual art, he completed a PhD on “The paradigm of material activity in the plastic arts“ at the Academy of Media
Arts Cologne. He was the project leader of the arts-based research project “Liquid Things“ at the University of Applied Arts Vienna. Currently
Kirschner is lecturer (Dozent) in Interaction Design at Zurich University
of the Arts. His works were shown in exhibitions internationally. His current research interests revolve around metabolism and ecologies, interactions with environmental microbiomes, transformative materials, spatial
strategies, research methods, and the mutual influence of material, imagination, and epistemology.
Nuria Krämer’s interests focus on collaborative and transcultural arts
practices. From 2013 to 2018, she was head of Connecting Space Hong
Kong, being responsible for the art space and the on-site development in
Hong Kong of the transcultural platform for artistic collaboration Connecting Spaces Hong Kong – Zurich. This project was further developed
from 2018 onwards into Shared Campus, a cooperation platform for international education formats and research networks, where she acts as
programme manager. Since 2014 she runs jointly with Daniel Späti the
international semester programme for Transcultural Collaboration, as
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deputy head. Her focus in the artistic field lies on the development and
implementation of collaboration concepts, curatorial activities, and programming, with a particular interest in finding forms for decolonizing
knowledge.
Yanki Lee researches and teaches between Hong Kong, London, Kolding
and Växjö. As a design activist, with architectural design background she
founded Enable Foundation, a social design collective and an education
charity. Dr. Lee co-designs objects and exhibitions as co-creative tools
with collaborators to unlock wicked social problems using immersive design methodologies. As a design researcher, Lee started her career with
self-reflective discussions about human-centred design practice. Since
2021, she is appointed as the Visiting Professor at Design School Kolding
in collaboration with BEVICA Foundation in Denmark to re-introduce the
concept of Universal Design (UD) into the school curriculum, with aim to
balance between academic and real-life practice.
Erin Manning studies in the interstices of philosophy, aesthetics and pol-

itics, concerned, always, about alter-pedagogical and alter-economic
practices. 3e is the direction her current research takes—an exploration
of the transversality of the three ecologies: the social, the environmental
and the conceptual. One iteration of 3e is a land-based project north of
Montreal where living and learning is explored. Legacies of SenseLab infuse the project, particularly the question of how collectivity is crafted in
a more-than human encounter with worlds in the making.
Mariana Marcassa was born in rural Brazil, in a family connected to the

earth that made cheese, sang to their animals, and lived on a rural tree
spotted landscape. Since 2017, she lives and works in Tiohtià:ke/Mooniyaang/Montreal, where she has been developing a theoretical and practical
approach to sound and voice explorations, and the creation of experimental listening techniques. She works with individuals and groups, in private
or as a performer. It has been through voice and sound—as performance,
as aesthetic proposition, and as clinical intervention—that Mariana has
been asking how an engagement with sound as vibration and voice not
subordinated to the spoken-language might facilitate new modes of experience, and new techniques for living.
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Brian Massumi is the author of numerous works across philosophy, politi
cal theory, and art theory. His publications include 99 Theses on the Revaluation of Value: A Postcapitalist Manifesto (University of Minnesota
Press), Semblance and Event: Activist Philosophy and the Occurrent Arts
(MIT Press) and Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation
(Duke University Press). With Erin Manning and 3Ecologies Project, he
participates in the collective exploration of new ways of bringing philosophical and artistic practices into collaborative interaction.
Patrick Müller is professor of media in transdisciplinarity at the Zurich Uni-

versity of the Arts (ZHdK). He teaches in the Master program in Transdisciplinary Studies, which he co-heads, he collaborates with a variety of
international universities on the topic of transdisciplinary methodologies,
and he researches on performative practices for an endangered planet,
using immersive arts.
Toni Pape is a teacher and researcher in the Department of Media Stud-

ies at the University of Amsterdam. His research focuses on the relation
between the aesthetic and the political in contemporary media. Toni’s
current book project is called The Aesthetics of Stealth, and investigates
performances of disappearance and imperceptibility, particularly in video
games, television and video art. His chapter in this volume is part of this
research project. Toni is not sure what he’ll work on next: Born in what
was then the GDR, Toni would love to investigate the political aesthetic
of Eastern German media art, focusing on environmental and gender activism. Another, more philosophical idea is to study our (dysfunctional)
cultural relation to energy and value as evidenced in media use. Conversations on all these topics are always welcome!
Peter Tränkle (he, him) has a background in sociology and science and

technology studies. In recent years, he successfully derailed into artistic
niches of transdisciplinary, transcultural collaboration, and co-learning.
While remaining interested in constituent collective processes of meaning generation, he prefers to approach them with an extended toolkit of
social-scientific informed questions and artistic strategies. Peter is currently a research assistant at the Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK) as
well as co-initiator of the following ongoing projects: “QWAS – Migrating
Dialogue” (www.qwas.ch) and “3000 Peaks” (www.3000peaks.com).
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Between Fall 2015 and Summer 2016 he attended both seminars on “texturing space” by Amélie Brisson-Darveau and Christoph Brunner.
Jana Vanecek holds degrees in fine arts, theory, and transdisciplinarity in
the arts. Her projects operate at the intersections between art, research,
science and literature. Her main interests are language, collaborative
writing practices, feminist technoscience, neurodiversity, and various
forms of biopower and biopolitics. Vanecek often chooses her topics on
the basis of personal experience, but the focus is not on her “individual
person”. She sees herself rather as a “contact area” or “bioport” in which
the prevailing discourses and practices are brought together. Inspired by
Gloria Anzaldúa’s and Paul Preciado’s auto-theory and Annie Ernaux’s auto-ethnographic literature, the writing “Self ” is decentralized in her texts
in order to reveal the cultural, political, economic, and social entanglements that shape this “Self ” —but also the social realities of many other
lives. Vanecek illuminates her topics from different disciplinary perspectives and uses a combination of diverse voices as a structuring principle.
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